DUFFEL28-01350/1349
BAGS
Our duffel bags are made to work not only as excellent duffel bags but also as
good backpacks. Easy and comfortable to carry and to pack.
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Duffel bag and backpack in one.
The padded handles work as
shoulder straps as well.
A very large, zipped opening for
easy access and overview of the
main compartment.
Two side compartments in the ends
makes it easy to organize the
packing, and are large enough for
your helmet.
One zipped smaller compartment
inside the flap for equipment that
you wish to tuck away.
One grab handle in each end.
Three windows and one large
Velcro patch for patches.
Loop Velcro fabric on parts of the
interior where you can attach our
insert pockets to get extra
organized.

VERSIONS
55L
28-01350-01-000 Black
28-01350-09-000 Grey IRR
90L
28-01350A01-090 Black
28-01350A09-090 Grey IRR
120L
28-01349-01-000 Black
28-01349-09-000 Grey IRR

DIMENSIONS
55L: H=28, W=31 & D=65 cm.
90L: H=30, W=37 & D=75 cm.
120L: H=32, W=43 & D=87 cm.

WEIGHT
55L: 760 g
90L: 880 g
120L: 1000 g
M AT E R I A L
Fabric: 100% polyamide PU coated.
Webbing: 100% polyester.
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DUFFEL BAGS
Features

Loop Velcro fabric on interior short
sides were insert pouches can be
attached.

One large, zipped side pocket in
each side with space for a helmet.
On the lid there is a window for
owner or content identification.

55L and 120L side by side.

The lid opens up so you see the full
content of the bag.

The Duffel bag have each a large
Velcro loop area and on the lid for
patches.

The 120L Duffel bag carried as a
backpack and the 55L as a normal
duffel bag, carried in the hand.

Handles can also be used as
comfortable shoulder pads when
carried as a backpack.
Window in each short end for
owner or content identification.
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